
Sex
It may be fun, exciting,loving,
but it does have its down-side

Sex is a big issue at USC and at other colleges and universities
across the country.
The big problem is that many students like sex, but not so many

like the responsibility that should accompany the act.
The number of sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancies
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message just doesn't seem to get through.
During the past few years, national emphasis has been put on |Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, but that is not the only I

thing you can catch from having careless, unprotected sex. You fl
can get venereal warts, syphillis, herpes, gonorrhea, pubic lice, H
chlamydia and several other conditions, as well as less- Jthreatening, but just as uncomfortable, yeast infections. (Which, I
by the way, can be carried by both men and women and can affect
men, especially if contracted through the mouth).

People don't seem to be as worried as they should be about
these things. There should be no sexual encounter that doesn't in- Qelude the use of a condom, regardless of the inconvenience, unless
the couple wants a pregnancy to occur. Otherwise, there is a I
chance that pregnancy or any number of STDs could occur. Birth
control pills don't stop sexually transmitted diseases. D
Some people claim they're not worried because they know their

partner's history. Do they expect the partner to say, "Oh, yeah. H
There was this one party, and I was really drunk, and I can't re- D
member who it was, but ...?" Not likely. 9

Pregnancies and STDs are not only inconvenient, painful and 9
uncomfortable, they are also costly. Treatment and prescriptions I
are not cheap and add up to much more than the price of a con- 1
dom or two and some spermicide. B
Take precautions and ensure your safety in these matters. U
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reported to the Student Health Center alone should be enough to
scare students into taking precautions. But, no matter how often I I
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Female sport;
Some of the sportsmen and sports writers of

le world need to be dealt a swift kick in the
ght end.
What do I mean? I mean some of these "propionate"feel it necessary to differentiate beweenmale and female sportswriters and

'hether they should be allowed to do their job
y interviewing in the locker room. There is
fO good reason (or excuse) why a woman
fiould not be allowed in the locker room to talk
) team members before or after a game
ased solely on the fact that she is female.
I do agree with one point these people are

dvocating there should be separate press/
jam meetings set aside where all reporters
nale as well as female) could talk to the team
tembers without 1) the team members (and
leir wives and girlfriends) being worried about
smale press people seeing them au natural,
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aving crude sexual slurs directed at them.
The problem is not that the team players say

rude things. Everyone knows the crass lanuageof locker-room talk, and reporters expect
and are not offended by it. The problem is

lat women are still seen as inferior, as less
tan professionals in. their fields, as less deservtgof respect and courtesy and as less human
tan men in many areas. The problem is that
ten get angry or frustrated or don't feel in conolof a situation and they feel the need to
aminate and if a woman appears to be the
osest object to vent all those feelings on, so
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A recent pamphlet put out by '
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ick). it is not witnout reluctance
iat I must enter the public arena must not ^0:
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vo letters by Messieurs Shaffer religion.
Jept.26) and Cox (Oct. 1), for it Gillette
ould seem that the only thing ^Url slaj^
iat is not Constitutional around 'au^e r
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Ucrs liefs as such

Mr. Smalls, a professor at The semination t

SC School of Law, has a funda- observance
lental rule of legal analysis that I or wou|d di
link bears repeating here. "Before one re'igi°n
3u think great thoughts, consult suc^ acts ar

le rules." Where Constitutional [n term

lalysis is involved, for better or ta^ a^ms (err
>r worse, the justices of the Su- fore'. when 1

reme Court make the rules. It is particular r<

pparent that Mr. Cox and Mr. the governm
chaeffer did not consult the rules. a compelling
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(
be it. The problem is that women reporters are

expected to put up with taunts and come-ons
and sexual insinuations made by team members

things a male reporter would never be expectedto put up with. <

(
The other problem is many women profes- i

sionals allow this to happen. They think they're :
"not causing a fuss" or "ignoring it," but when
it comes down to it, they're letting it pass, giv- ;
ing people the go-ahead to do the same thing at
some other time. ;

i
For those who don't know, there are few or

no press meetings or conferences for most na-
tional sports. This is supposedly due to lack of
meeting space and time. So the only way for a

reporter to get a good story, one with team in- (

put and feeling, is to get in the locker room
either before or after a game to talk to the players.For years, women were denied this access
to the team, and were unable to get the full
coverage achieved by their male peers.
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And, believe it or not, most female sportswri-fl intersare women who are truly interested in'- ,r

sports writing, and are not just out to "look," as1'
Mew England Patriot tight end Zeke Mowatt ac-;
:used one female reporter of doing implying
she wasn't in sportswriting for professional reasons.Would he say the same thing to a male',
reporter? When I asked a Gamecock sportswri-,

*

ter this question, he said no they wouldn't be-.
:ause there would be no need to say that to, a .;
male reporter. All I have to say then is be cafefulguys, you never know who might be a. - .

homosexual. -

We've all heard said of controversial TV. ,<

shows, "If you don't want to see it, turn the .

channel." Well, the same applies here men,
if you don't want it seen, don't show it. The TV
show is there whether you like it or not, and
women reporters are in the locker room whether
you like it or not.
As long as there are no press-team meetings

and as long as the only way to get a good story
is to be in the locker room, women sportswriterswill have to be allowed equal access to the
locker rooms. It's not exactly the choicest place
to conduct an interview, believe me,-but if it's
necessary, it's necessary. And if ever someone
decides that team-press meetings are prudent,,
and women are no longer allowed to meet with
the players in the locker room, that access will
also have to be denied to male sportswriters.
Fair's fair guys . in love and war ... and
sports.

ivernment seems easy enough (although I
have never attempted to park on

Capitol Hill), separating USC from
^nal view South Carolina lawmaking bopamphletdies is a horse of a different color.
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